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Software Features :

Hawk-Eye Surveillance Software
KantaKing Hawk-eye Surveillance Software is a leading weighbridge interface software application used in highly
complex industrial inventory and production management requirements with smartcard and traffic control to simple
ticketing.

Simple to operate with complete
keyboard operation
Secure Login for every shift of operator
and User wise - Admin Rights, super
admin rights and operator rights
Dot matrix/ Laser and thermal printing
selection
White Label option Dealer Logo display
facility
Multiple Reports with Daily Data Export
in Excel, CSV, PDF, Email and SMS with
Google Drive Backup
Online trouble shooting facility which
can even be done even without
Teamviewer facility (T&C apply)
Date and Time feature and printing of
the same on the weight certificate with
Second/duplicate weighbridge slip
along with printing the date on which
the duplicate slip was printed
Data Auto-fill feature with Detail filling
Reset option saves time
Task reminder facility very useful for
the owner/ Manager like Pit cleaning
/AMC due date reminding
Multi weight feature for multiple types
of material
Remarks column for comments relating
to the vehicle at the time of weighing

KANTA KING Hawk Eye surveillance
kit integration option
Real time photograph capturing at
the time of weighing along with the
weight displayed on the indicator
CCTV recording support option
Windows compatible

Vehicle No. Wise
Serial No. Wise
Part-wise
User-wise
Date-wise

You can filter this report by
following parameters
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Unique Features :
Tare weight history for avoiding
wrong weighing
Calibration and weighbridge
Stamping due Alert
One time party/ customer/type of
vehicle/ charges  detail entry option
which would get auto picked up by
the system
Delivery challan printing option
Universal software and port selection
which allows this software to work
with multiple brands of weight
indicators
Task reminder facility very useful for
the owner/ Manager like Pit cleaning
/AMC due date reminding
Weight BUSY Or STABLE alert : If the
weight is not stable then NO printing
is possible: this rules out any
possibility of weight manipulation
Negative weight protection further
ruling out any possibility of
Manipulation
Wifi enabled weight receiver to
further rule out ant cheating of the
weight
Pending vehicle Alerts with the most
unique feature of NON REPORTED or
NON PUNCHED vehicles saving a lot
of money for the user. 
Intelligent relating a vehicle number
with the charges based on the
history
Number plate Reader* (OPTIONAL)

Easy Report Features :

Weight entry list
Vehicle No.wise weight entry list
User-wise weight entry list
User-wise Daily Summary
Daily Summary
Weekly Summary
Monthly Summary
Party-wise Summary
Party-wise with vehicle-wise summary
Party-wise with material-wise
Summary
Party-wise Daytime Report
Party-wise multi-weight report
Design report as per your report

You can design following report

Multiple Pre Printed stationary
selection option
This comes with the most Unique
feature of limit range with
customer on the Basis of Time
and Weight
Multiple LOGIN Deny check
Kanta King Mini PC integration
option*


